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Abstract. A robust tracking controller for a mobile robot with two degrees of freedom has been developed. It is
implemented and tested on a real mobile robot. Where other controllers show decreasing performance for low
reference velocities,the performanceof this controllerdepends only on the geometryof the referencetrajectory.This
allows accurate positioning at low speeds, close to obstacles.The dynamicsof the velocity-controlledmobile robot
are considered as a perturbed unity transfer from input velocity to actual velocity. R is shown that the tracking
controller is robust wRh respect to these penurhations.
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1. INTRODUCTION

a steady-state error, proportional to the inverse of
the reference linear velocity. The steady-state error
of the controller, proposed in this paper, is
proportional to the inverse of the radius of
curvature of the reference trajectory. Hence, its
performance does not depend on the reference
linear velocity. The effects of the non-ideal
behaviour of the MR on the controller performance
are investigated and a robustness analysis of the
controller is given. Experiments with a real mobile
robot have been used to verify the robustness of the
tracking controller. This experimental robot system
contains two driven wheels and a castor to carry the
mechanical structure.

A well-known result from non-linear control theory
is that it is not possible to stabilize a dynamic
system with one or more non-holonomic constraints
to a fixed point in state space by means of a
smooth static time-invariant state feedback
(Brockett, 1983). This can be achieved, however,
by means of non-smooth feedback (Canudas de Wit
and Serdalen, 1991; Tilbury et al., 1992) or time
varying feedback (Pomet e t a / . , 1992).
Another approach is to develop tracking controllers,
which stabilize a non-holonomic system to a nonstationary reference trajectory. This can be
achieved, using smooth static time invariant state
feedback. The convergence rate of these tracking
controllers approaches zero as the velocity of the
input reference signal goes to zero, but the tracking
controller can be constructed, such that convergence
can be written as function of covered distance
instead of elapsed time. For a mobile robot (MR)
with one non-holonomic constraint, this kind of
convergence will be called geometric convergence,
if for every meter of covered distance the lateral
error decreases by a certain factor.

In the next section some preliminary definitions are
given. In Section 3 the control structure is
explained. In Section 4 an error measure is given,
which is suitable and convenient for describing the
deviation from the reference trajectory. A state
space model is derived in Section 5, where the
error measure of Section 4 serves as the vector of
state variables and in Section 6 a feedback law is
derived, which stabilizes the model of Section 5.
Section 7 contains some simulation results. In
Section 8 the practical setup, used for experiments
is described and in Section 9 experimental results
are given. Finally some conclusions are given in
Section 10.

A tracking controller, using smooth static timeinvariant state feedback, for a velocity-controlled
MR with one non-holonomic constraint has been
developed already by Kanayama et al. (1990).
However, in their analysis they assume the transfer
from desired ve.locity to actual velocity equal to
unity. This controller shows geometric convergence
for an ideal MR, but in a real-life situation it shows

2. PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS
An ideal MR with two degrees of freedom can be
regarded as a system with two inputs: linear
333
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velocity (v) and angular velocity (oo), both relative
to the world. The pose (position and orientation) of
an MR can be described by using three coordinates
(x y ¢p)r. The variables x, y and ~0 are the three
state variables of the ideal MR with two degrees of
freedom. For the representation of the pose the
symbol p is used. For (v co)T the symbol v is used.
The vector p depends on the coordinate system,
which is used to describe positions in the fixed
world, the vector v is not affected by a particular
choice of the fixed-world coordinate system.
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Fig. 1. Pose, linear velocity, and angular velocity
Throughout this paper the reference pose and
reference linear and angular velocity are denoted by
p~=f = (x~a y,~f (p,~f)rand v~f = (v,~f o)~f)T. Steadystate values of signals are denoted by a subscript ,.
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Fig. 3. Model of MR with non-ideal inner loop IrA
Ideally the behaviour of the velocity-controlled MR
is given by equations (la,b,c), with v=v d and (o=(od,
where vd and (od are the input signals for the
velocity-controlled MR (see Figs 3 and 4). In a
real-life situation there will be a difference between
v and vd and o) and o)d, due to incompletely
compensated dynamics of the MR. A non-ideal
velocity-controlled MR is represented by a block
with transfer IrA (see Figs 3 and 4), where I is the
unity transfer and A is a perturbation. In general the
structure of A is unknown. The only assumption on
A is that it is possible to determine an upper bound
for it (see App. A).
In the outer loop the difference between Pref and p
is translated into a correction 8v,=f, which is added
to v,~f, and a correction &o,=f, which is added to oJ~f.
ref, anceJ
traj
ga=

A real MR with two degrees of freedom can be
described in two stages. The first stage contains the
dynamics, with two control inputs I t and 12 (e.g.
motor currents) and two outputs v and ~0. The
second stage contains the kinematics (transfer from
v to p). An ideal MR can be described completely
by the kinematics. The kinematics are given below:
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3. THE CONTROLLER STRUCTURE
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Fig. 4. Structure of outer-loop pose controller
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4. A MEASURE OF THE POSE ERROR

(lc)

The error of the pose can be represented by
It is assumed that v, co, x, y and ~0 can all be
measured or estimated with reasonable accuracy.
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This vector depends on the orientation of the MR.
It can be made orientation-independent by using a
coordinate system, which is fixed relative to the
MR. This new representation is written as
A f = (Ax" Ayv Aq¢) r

(3)

Fig. 2. Two-stage model of real MR
The controller structure for a real MR can also be
decomposed in two stages. An inner loop (see Fig.
3), depending on the MR dynamics, can be used for
controlling the linear and angular velocity of the
MR. An outer loop (see Fig. 4) controls the pose of
the MR. This paper focuses on the outer-loop pose
controller.

where the superscript v denotes the change of the
coordinate system. Here z~ucv is the error in driving
direction, Ayv is the lateral error and A~0v is the
orientation error (see Fig. 5).
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Fig. 5. Pose error, in world-fixed and MR-fixed flame
The pose error as it is defined here is specified by
three quantities. Using the properties of an MR
with one non-holonomic constraint the number of
error quantities can be reduced by one.

(4)

~ - ~ref

Here cq) stands for cos(q)) and sop stands for sin(q)).
A similar notation is used for cos(q)~f) and sin((pra).
By writing (p~f as (p--A(p, equation (4) can be
rewritten as a product of a rotation matrix
(coordinate transformation) and a vector represented
in coordinates of a base, fixed to the MR.

A/) =

c(p

sin(Atp) %f |

0

(o

-

~f

(5)

j

In order to find an expression for Ap v consider the
relation between Ap and Apv, given by

d.-'-"
Fig. 6. Three error situations

ap" =
In Fig. 6 three possible situations are given, of
which the third situation is the best if one wants to
steer the MR towards the reference trajectory. The
orientation error should not be steered to zero,
while the lateral error is non-zero. It is better to
have an orientation error which is proportional to
the lateral error. Hence the controller objective
should be to steer A(p~ to -otAy ~sign(v=f), where ot
is a positive constant and where the factor sign(v=f)
takes into account the desired direction of motion.
Now a measure Ag=A(p'+(xAy* sign(v=f) for the
orientation error can be introduced, which replaces
A~p~. This results in a new pose error Ape:
A p e = (Ax~ Ayv Az~)r.

5.1. The p o s e error
A state-space model of the dynamics of the pose
error can be derived from equations (la,b,c) and
(2). The time derivative of Ap can be written as

(6)

Differentiation of this relation yields the following:

q~ cq)

A¢ + co

0

-s(p

Ap.

(7)

0

Using equation (5) and the inverse of equation (6),
one finds an expression for Ap v, which does not
depend on the orientation of the MR.
A.~v -- r -- COS(Aq)v)Vrd +

(0Ay"
A3~~ = sin(AqY)v~f- (oAx~

(Sa)
(8b)

A¢ ~ = o - o~f

(8c)

Replacing v by v~f+Av and o - o , a by A(o yields
equations in a form which is more suitable for the
analysis, given in the next sub-section.
Aft = Av + (1-cos(Aq)V))Vrcf + toAy~
A]P~ = sin(AqY) v~f - coax~
A¢ v = Aco

5. THE ERROR DYNAMICS
In Section 5.1 the error dynamics are derived, as a
function of the difference between actual velocity
and reference velocity. In Section 5.2 the difference
between actual velocity and reference velocity is
split into a user-controllable part and a perturbation
part. From this a state-space model is derived, with
two control inputs and two perturbations.

Ap.

0

(3')

Because of the non-holonomic constraint of the MR
it is not possible to compensate Ay~ directly. In
App, B it is shown that if Az" equals zero, then Ay"
shows geometric convergence. Hence the error can
be specified by the two quantities Axv and Azv only.

c(p

(9a)
(9b)
(9c)

5.2. The input signals and perturbations
The signal Av can be written as the sum of an input
signal 8V=eand a perturbation ~,. Similarly Ao3 can
be written as 8~f+~.~ (see Fig. 4). Using this
structure the model of equations (9a,b,c) can be
written as a state space model with input signals
8v~f and 8t0~f and perturbation signals ~ and ~,.
A~~ = sin(A(p*)v~f- o ~ x v

(lOa)
(lOb)

~"

(lOt)

~1Cv = 8Vrc f Jr ( 1 - ' ~ O S ( h ~ v ) ) v l ~ f + ~ O h ~ v '4" L

= 8(o,~f + ~
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6. A STABILIZING CONTROLLER

The error dynamics of the closed-loop system can
be described by means of only two state variables
Ax~ and AzL This can be reached by rearranging the
state space model (10a,b,c) and using a linearizing
and stabilizing state feedback for Axv and AzL
Furthermore a steady-state robustness analysis is
given of the resulting closed-loop system.

6.1. Reduction of number of states in closed loop
The controller shown in this section stabilizes Ax~
and Zkz~. A model for these two states can be
derived from (10a,b,c):
z~t~ = 8v=t + (1-cos(Aq0~))v=f + ~Ay ~ + ~
/ ~ v = 80.)re f 4" ~xsin(Aq0D Iv ,l oc~0AxVsign(v~f) + ~

(lla)
(1 lb)

By means of the stabilizing feedback, given in
(12a,b), the explicit reference to Ayv and A~0v is
removed. The result is a system with two state
variables z~cv and Az~ only. This is given in (13a,b).
8v.,f = - K~Ax~ - (1--COS(Atp~))Vr~f-- 0)Ayv
~to~f = - K~Azv - tx'sin(Atp~) [v~f[ +
CtoaAxVsign(v~f)

(12a)
(12b)

z~ v = - K, Axv + ~
~ v = _ K, Azv + ~(o

(13a)
(13b)

Here K, and K, are positive constants.
The first-order system with feedback (13a,b) has
good robustness properties (see App. A). In App. B
it is shown that convergence of Ax~ and Azv implies
geometric convergence of A),~ and Aq0~.

6.2. Steady state errors of closed-loop system
For steady states the time derivatives of Ax~, Ay~,
Azv and Acp~ can be assumed equal to zero. ~ocv,,
and ~5,z',, are equal to ~v.,JK, and ~.s,/K,. Equations
(8c) and (10c) reduce to 0),,=~=f and ~io3=t:,,=-~o,..~.
Substituting these values in equation (12b) the
following steady-state equation for A)'~ and Aq0~ can
be derived.
sin(hcp~,,) v~f = o),~fAx~,,

(14)

because in general it cannot be guaranteed that ~o,~
is small.
The steady-state error of ~u:" can be removed by
adding an integrating term -KiJzLrVdt to the
feedback of ~Sv~f, but the price to be paid is a
reduction in stability robustness.
6.3. The controller parameters
The controller developed here has three parameters
(or, Kx and Kz). If the integrating feedback is used
then a fourth parameter Ki is introduced.
The larger the constant cx, the more strongly the
controller steers the MR towards the reference
trajectory. It should be chosen, such that the order
of magnitude of cxAyv is close to the order of
magnitude of Aq0~, during normal operation. For a
system operating at lateral errors, in the order of
magnitude of 10 cm, a value of ot=l works fine.
Larger K, and K, reduce the steady-state error and
make convergence faster. However, their values are
limited by the state-dependent perturbations ~v and
(see app. A). Another limitation is that the time
constants l/K, and 1/K, should be larger than the
sampling time of the robot system.
If integrating feedback is used then the error Axv
shows approximate second-order behaviour with
relative damping equal to VzKx/~IKi. For fastest
response without overshoot (critical damping) it is
best to choose K~ equal to IAKx2.

7. SIMULATION RESULTS
For the simulations a model of I+,5 (i.e. a velocitycontrolled MR) is used, with a linear velocity
deadband dr, and angular velocity deadband d~o. If
Iv~l>dv, then the velocity deadband introduces a
velocity perturbation ~v--dvsign(vd), else ~v=va. The
angular velocity perturbation ~.~ has a similar form.

i

---X

i

kinematics

[Od ~
deadband

If m~e/v~f becomes too large in magnitude then
there will be no A(p~,,, which satisfies (14). In that
ease no steady state exists (simulations show that
for increasing o~Jv~f the steady state bifurcates into
a limit cycle). This problem can simply be
overcome by imposing a lower bound on the radius
of curvature of the reference trajectory. In the
tracking controller developed by Kanayama et al.
(1990), a problem arises if ~.~.Jv~f becomes large in
magnitude (see App. C). This situation is worse,

y

~0

:

......................... .il+A

Fig. 7. Model used for simulation
The reference trajectory used for the simulations is
a circle with radius V~,a/O~,d, where v~,d and %,~ are
the final reference velocities (see Fig. 8). For 0~_t52
the reference velocities are equal to zero. Between
t=2 and t=4 they go to their final values smoothly.
If o3~,d equals zero then the circle reduces to a line.
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lower v,,f the convergence of the lateral error Ay~
becomes slower, but in terms of covered distance
the convergence is the same for all v=f. The lateral
error converges to zero geometrically.
AxV¢

Fig. 8. Reference velocity signals

:

/.....25

Four sets of simulation results are shown.
1) Ideal MR: d,=0, d=--'0
Controller parameters: K~=K==5; or=l; K~==0
Ref. signals: vc,d, see fig. 9; t0=d=0
Initial errors: Axe---0.04; Af=-0.08; Atp+=-0.02
2) As 1, but now d~=0.05
3) eL---0.07, do=0.05
Controller parameters: KzffiK,=2; or=l; Ki=0
Ref. signals: v,~, see fig. 11; o0,~=l
Initial errors: Ax'=0; Ay'=0; Aq)'=0
4) As 3, but now C0,a= v ~ , instead of 0),.d= 1.
Each figure below contains the result of a set of
three or four simulations. In each simulation the
errors Ax" and Ayv (in meters), and Az* (in radians),
are plotted as function of time in seconds. In each
figure this is done for different reference signals.
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Fig 11. Simulations 3, constant angular velocity
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Fig. 9. Simulations 1, along straight line, ideal MR
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Fig. 12. Simulations 4, constant radius of curvature
Fig. 11 shows that for decreasing radius of
curvature vc,dtoe,d the steady-state error increases,
until a situation is reached where there does not
exist a steady state anymore. Figure 12 shows that
for constant radius of curvature the controller
behaves well for all four reference velocities used.

8. MOBILE AUTONOMOUS ROBOT TWENTE
1

i
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Fig. 10. Simulations 2, along straight line, deadband
The simulations show that compensation of Axv and
Azv starts immediately, but compensation of the
lateral error Ay" only starts once the MR starts
moving. For motion along a straight line, a velocity
deadband introduces a steady-state error in driving
direction, but no lateral and orientation error are
introduced. The simulations also show that for

The controller as it is proposed here has been tested
on the MART-robot, where MART is an acronym
for Mobile Autonomous Robot Twente. This MR
was developed at the Mechatronics Research Centre
Twente. The goal of the MART-project is to gain "
insight in how to design complex mechatronic
systems. This insight should be demonstrated by the
design and realization of an automated assembly
system. This project results from a preliminary
study by Abrahams (1985), who developed a
concept for a future automated assembly hall.
Instead of assembly of products on a conveyor belt,
Abrahams proposed a more flexible and more
robust system, where a set of mobile robots takes
care of the assembly tasks. In Abrahams' concept,
each mobile robot consists of a vehicle, which
carries a manipulator. Assembly can be done on the
vehicle (also during motion for increased
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throughput) and on fixed work stations. The
concept of Abrahams allows the use of 2 DOF
mobile robots, as long as they can be positioned
sufficiently accurately.

8.1 The mechanical structure of the mobile robot
The vehicle is split in two parts, where both parts
are connected to each other by means of soft
springs. The lower pan contains the wheels and the
motors for driving the wheels. The upper part of
the vehicle carries the manipulator and the batteries
and contains the necessary electronics. The soft
springs provide a good suspension, without the need
of very soft tyres. In Fig. 13 a schematic drawing
of the mobile robot is given.

v [m/s]

J ~ l O

~ --~---~_~2d'?~
,~

t [S]

-1-

Fig. 14. Reference and measured v
o.e:

~

[ra~s]
t Is]
It
-.......-

-o.s,

v

MANIPULATOR

i

1I, II1 u~1

UPPERFRAME
B

~owER FRAME~,.,
Fig. 13. Schematic drawing of the MART-robot
The lower part of the vehicle has a mass of 75 kg
and the upper part of the vehicle has a mass of 400
kg. The dominant resonance frequency of the
suspended upper frame is 3 Hz in all directions.
The length o f the vehicle is 1.4 meter, its width is
1.0 meter and its height is 0.8 meter. The vehicle
has two driven wheels and one castor. The castor
limits the steering capabilities, because of coulomb
friction. This is especially true when the castor flips
from forward to backward orientation or vice versa.
8.2. The velocity controller
The tracking controller is designed for an MR with
velocity inputs. The MART-robot, however, has
two input currents. This problem is overcome by
applying velocity control to the mobile robot. This
velocity control is the inner-loop control, mentioned
in Section 3. A simple planar dynamical model is
used for compensation of coulomb friction in the
motors and rolling friction in the driven wheels.
Centripetal forces are compensated as well. Friction
in the castor is not compensated. A linear feedback
law is superimposed on the compensation. Figs 14
and 15 illustrate the performance of the velocity
controlled MART-robot. Both the reference signals
(dashed lines) and the measured actual signals are
given in the same figures.

Fig. 15. Reference and measured o
Figs 14 and 15 show that the performance of the
velocity-controlled MR is only moderate, hence the
perturbation A is fairly large. Especially the
magnitude of the angular velocity tracking error is
quite large. This is due to uncompensated friction
in the castor.
8.3. Practical setup of the control system
The tracking controller is implemented in OCCAM
on a T800 transputer, running at 25 MHz. On the
same transputer the velocity controller and some
I/O processes (file I/O, screen output and AD/DA
conversion) are running. The vehicle is connected
to an 80386 host PC, by means of a 10 Mbit/s
transputer link. The controllers run at a sampling
rate of 100 Hz. This is well above the main
resonance frequencies of the mechanical structure,
which are at 3 Hz and 20 Hz.
In the present situation measuring the position and
orientation of the vehicle is done by integrating
wheel revolutions (odometry).

9. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Two types of experiments have been done with the
MART-robot. In one set of experiments the MR has
to follow a straight line, 4 meters in length. In these
experiments there is an initial lateral error of 10
cm. In the other set of experiments more-complex
reference trajectories are used. There is no initial
error in the second set of experiments.
In all experiments the constant ct was chosen
equal to 1. The constants Kx and Kz were chosen
equal to 10. The time constants IlKx and IlK, are
well above the sampling time of the controller and
they do not interfere strongly with the resonance
frequencies in the mechanical structure of the
mobile robot. No integrating feedback is used in the
experiments.

Robust Tracking Control
In the first set of experiments a final accuracy of
better than I cm could be achieved for any
reference velocity varying smoothly in the range
from 0 m st to 0.6 m s~. More interesting, however,
is the behavior of the MR if it has to move along
a trajectory with varying radius of curvature.

trajectory

A typical
used in the second set of
experiments is given in Fig. 16.
I

I

[ml

i

17

3

13~ ~ 2 0 1 ~
~99

start/

~

~26

finish

Fig. 16. Reference trajectory for MART-robot
The total time taken for the trajectory is 30
seconds" the total length of the trajectory is
approximately 12 meters. One-second intervals are
marked on the trajectory by means of dots. After 13
seconds the maximum distance (4 meters) from the
start is reached. After another 17 seconds the MR
reaches the finish, which is at the same place as the
start. The velocity profile along the trajectory is
smooth. The MR starts with zero velocity and
finishes with zero velocity. During motion along
this trajectory the pose error Ap" is monitored. In
order to present the results in a more compact way
the absolute error Ar'=l(Ax" Ay')rl is given,
instead of the individual quantities Ax" and Ay'.
Here I'1 denotes the standard Euclidian norm of
a vector in R 2. The results are given below.
l

i

i

o

£

L__
~4

'

1~0

'

20

'

30

time [s]

Fig. 17. The absolute error as function of time
Fig. 17 shows that during almost the entire
trajectory the absolute error remains below 1 cm.
The experiments with the MART-robot show that
the tracking controller performs well, also on more
complex reference trajectories. It should be kept in
mind that the underlying velocity-controlled MR
has only moderate performance (see Figs 14 and
15).
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10. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper a pose controller is proposed, whose
performance depends only on the shape of the
reference trajectory. It is shown that the controller
is robust with respect to perturbations. These
properties could be achieved by introducing a new
error measure, which relates the desired orientation
of the mobile robot to the actual lateral error.
The pose controller is simulated on a non-ideal
MR. A deadband perturbation is used to simulate
static velocity tracking errors, whieh may occur in
a real velocity-controlled MR. These simulations
confirm the robustness of the pose controller with
respect to perturbations.
Experimental results on a mobile robot, developed
at the Mechatronics Research Centre Twente, show
that the tracking controller performs well, even if
the underlying velocity-controlled MR only
performs moderately.
The controller is computationally very simple. Only
the simple feedback laws (12a,b) and the pose error
in MR-fixed coordinates (6) have to be computed
in real time.
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APPENDIX A

In this appendix the effect of the linear velocity
tracking error {v of the velocity-controlled MR on
the stability of the pose controller is investigated
(see Figs 3 and 4). Assume that positive constants
A t, A2 and A 3 exist, such that for all vd and Od

Now the dynamical behaviour of y can be described
in terms of covered distance. It converges to 0
geometrically, with a 'distance constant' kix/ct.

APPENDIX C
Kanayama et al. use the following feedback:

[~,l < AI+A2 Ivd[+A310~1.

(15)

This assumption is a reasonable one. In general, a
controller should have a certain error bound in
order to be useful. Here the analysis is simplified
by considering straight-line motion only (t.o=0 and
qa----0). In that case va can be written as Vr~r-K~AxL
Now the following can be derived for (13a):
Ax*=-K~ Ax*±AI ±A 2(v~f-K~Axv)
:t:A3('Pref--Kx/~v).

(16)

From (16) a worst-case equation can be derived
(choosing the worst-case signs of the ±'s):
A:t'----K

I - A:
1 -A 3K

.Ax" +

A 1+A2v,~r+A3~),,f
1 -A 3K

(17)

Eq. (17) shows that stability is guaranteed, if both
A2<l and A3K~<I. For a useful velocity controller,
the first constraint is generally satisfied. The second
constraint requires that K~ is not chosen too large.
The analysis given here only gives an impression of
the robustness of the controller. A more complete,
but similar analysis can be given for general motion
(taking into account both ~ and ~..~), but the
computational details are more involved.

APPENDIX B
Suppose Axv and Azv converge to zero. Once Ax*
and Az* are small the following equation can be
derived from Az*=Atp*+txAy*sign(v~f) and (10b):
Ayv = -sin(o~Ayv) [v~l.

(18)

Now suppose 0 <_Ayv< V2~tx (hence 0_<A~ v< V2x).
This is a very weak constraint on the initial error.
In that case sin(txAyV)>_2~AyV/x. The convergence
rate of Ayv is at least as large as the convergence
rate of y from the system below.
= - 2 ~ y Iv~tl/x

(19)

The variable y converges to zero with a time
constant Vrrd(tx {v~fD. The time constant becomes
infinitely large if V~r approaches 0. It is better to
describe convergence as function of covered
distance, which can be written as l=SIv,~fldt.
Differentiation yields dl= Iv~ldt. Using this, (19)
can be rewritten as
2
2
dy --- -.ff~y IV rl dt = -.R.~ydl.

(20)

~v,a = - K~Ax* - (1-cos(Atp*))v~f
~icO~f= -(KyAyv + K,psin(AcpV))v~f

(21a)
(21b)

Using this feedback and equations (10a,b,c), the
system with feedback can be derived easily.
~ = - K~Ax* + toAyv + ~,
A)* = sin(Acp*)v,~f - coax*
A(p~ = --(KyAy ~ + K~sin(Aq~'))v~f + ~

(22a)
(22b)
(22c)

This system converges to a zero equilibrium state
for perturbations equal to zero and v~f>0
(Kanayama et aL, 1990). For steady-state and nonzero perturbations, (22c) becomes as follows:

(KyAy*~, + K~sin(Atp~))v~e = ~,~.~

(23)

Eq. (23) shows that a problem arises if ~.~/v~f
becomes large. In the controller proposed in this
paper a problem arises if ~ f l v ~ f becomes large.

